TEMPORARY FIRE DOORS

FIRE PROTECTION FOR
MULTIPLE PROJECTS

E60 FIRE RATED
ASSURED COMPLIANCE
UNLATCHED
DURABLE STEEL
MAINTENANCE FREE
REUSABLE

YOUR sustainable SOLUTION

TEMPORARY FIRE DOORS

NEXT GENERATION FIRE PROTECTION
Constructed from heavy-duty steel with a mineral wool core, Tempus is designed to
withstand the rigours of a construction site whilst maintaining fire compliance throughout.

STANDARD DETAILS
1

60 MINUTE FIRE RATING

› Tested to BS EN1634-1 for resistance to fire

Available in two sizes; 1000mm(w) x 2100mm(h) and 1000mm(w) x 2300mm(h).
2 FIXING HOLES (FACE-FITTED)
› Easy access and quick to install

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
DROP-DOWN
THRESHOLD SEAL
› Automatic drop-down
threshold to provide
a complete seal
underneath the door.

› Provided with slots to enable the door to be
lifted if required without removing all the fixings
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TRAVEL-BOLT SYSTEM

› Keeps door closed for easy transportation
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› Holds the exact door gap when installing
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PULL-HANDLE

› Providing additional
door security by
allowing areas within
the building to be
closed off.

› No latch required allowing simple and efficient
usage by site operatives
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ADJUSTABLE DOOR CLOSER

› Ensures the door is always closed after use
› Back check provided to prevent damage to the
doorset and the surrounding area when it is
opened too fast
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VISION PANEL

› Provides visibility of anyone coming the other
side avoiding any accidents or collisions
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DURABLE HINGES

› With self lubricating sintered bronze bearings
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DEAD LOCK
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PUSH/KICK PLATE

› Providing additional door protection from the
wear-and-tear of daily use

SPECIAL FEATURE

Sera

™

Fire-activated Lock
In the event of a fire the door locks
to stop the spread of fire
The unique inert patented locking
system automatically activates
when in direct contact with fire
typically between 100-200°C.
Once activated forced entry is
possible for Fire Brigade.

SUSTAINABILITY
As one door closes, another opens!
Tempus is a self-contained, pre-hung unit meaning the doorset
can be reused time and time again on multiple projects.
By reusing the doorset we can significantly reduce the waste
associated with traditional temporary doors.

INSTALLATION

SUPPORT

The pre-hung unit makes installation quick and
simple. The doorset is face-fitted to the wall, this
ensures the doorset can accommodate varying
opening sizes. If required, our technical team
can assist with any installation queries on-site.

No one cares like Selo does about the success
of every project, that’s why we’re the only doorset
manufacturer to offer Halo Assist™ providing you
with dedicated project support assisting you
from initial concept and specification, through to
the final execution.

Scan to download installation guide

Contact us for support

™

call 020 3880 0339
email sales@selo-uk.com
www.selo.global

Contact our experienced project consultants:
call 020 3880 0339 email sales@selo-uk.com

Selo
K2 Kents Hill Business Park Timbold Drive
Milton Keynes MK7 6BZ
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Our mission is to simplify bespoke
and complex building methods

